
Confused Words  Asbury University 
  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
 
Lesson Objective: There are many words that are commonly misused or confused in the English 
language. This lesson will provide an overview of those words and give tutees practice in 
correcting them. 
 
 
Handouts: 
 

a. Confused Words List: This handout provides a list of commonly confused words for 
Tutees to look over and then asks the tutees to select the correct form of the word.  

 
b. Commonly Confused Words Worksheet: This worksheet includes a list of sentences and 

asks the tutee to select the correct word for the context of that sentence. Writing 
Consultants should select 6-10 of these sentences for the tutee to work through as it is a 
long list. 

 
c. Affect vs. Effect: This worksheet teaches tutees the difference between affect and effect, 

two commonly confused words. Tutees will be asked to select the correct word based on 
the context of the sentence.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Confused Words List  Asbury University 
Adapted from Dr. Brown’s Worksheet  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
 

1. accept / except   accept = the action / except means excluding 

2. advice / advise   advice rhymes with ice = he gave me some nice advice 

3. a lot / alot   a lot is like a little / alot is not a word 

4. all right / alright  all right is like all wrong / alright is not correct in formal  

    academic English 

5. among / between  among for three or more / between for 2 (two) 

6. affect / effect   affect = the action word / the effect 

7. coarse / course   use the one with the “a” only for scratchy 

8. compliment / complement  I like compliments/ complement means to complete  

9. conscience / conscious  science should have a conscience 

10. could of / could have  could have when spoken quickly gets shortened to could ‘ve 

11. could care less / couldn’t care less   could care less is never correct = incorrectly overly 

shortened 

12. desert / dessert   use the one with “ss” only for the one you want two helpings of 

13. fewer / less   fewer = things you can count / less = non-count items 

14. fourth / forth   the number has four in it vs. go forth! 

15. good / well   good = the adjective / well = the adverb 

16. it’s / its   it’s = it is / its is like his 

17. lay/ lie   lay down your weapons! / lie down and rest. 

18. principle / principal  principle = a rule / principal = main (the main administrator) 

19. their / there / they’re  their has a built-in possessive / there is like the word here/  
   they’re= they are 

20. then / than   if you can substitute when use then 

21. to / too / two    I am going to go to.../ too is like another word for also/ the  
   number two 

22. weather / whether  if the weather is nice we can eat outside 

23. whose / who’s   whose has a built-in possessive/ who’s= who is 

24. your / you’re   your has a built-in possessive/ you’re= you are 

  



Commonly Confused Words Worksheet               Asbury University 
Practice  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
 

Directions: Circle the word that is correct in the context of each sentence. 

 

1. Our [ principal / principle ] taught us that the first [ principal / principle ] of academic success is 

having good study habits. 

 

2. Everyone [ except / accept ] Henry [ excepted / accepted ] the award. 

 

3. Your dress is made of very [ coarse / course ] material. 

 

4. We were [ to / too / two ] exhausted to enjoy our vacation. 

 

5. Your strong feelings will not [ affect / effect ] the [ affects / effects ] of my decision. 

 

6. [ Your / You’re ] face is beautiful when [ your / you’re ] smiling at me. 

 

7. Can you tell me [ whose / who’s ] playing the part of King Lear? 

 

8. I usually [ lie / lay ] my phone next to my bed before I [ lie / lay ] down to sleep. 

 

9. I [ advice / advise ] you to take my [ advice / advise ]. 

 

10. If I am older [ than / then ] you, [ than / then ] I am the boss of you. 

 

11. I work [ among / between ] four doctors all [among / between ] the ages of thirty and fifty. 

 

12. Zeke asked for the [whether / weather] report. 

 

13. Virginia thinks [its / it’s] a good day for a party. 

 

14. I spent [ less / fewer ] time studying than I had hoped, so I will probably earn [ less / fewer ] 

points on my exam. 



Commonly Confused Words Worksheet               Asbury University 
Answer Key  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
 

Directions: Circle the word that is correct in the context of each sentence. 

 

1. Our [ principal / principle ] taught us that the first [ principal / principle ] of academic success is 

having good study habits. 

 

2. Everyone [ except / accept ] Henry [ excepted / accepted ] the award. 

 

3. Your dress is made of very [ coarse / course ] material. 

 

4. We were [ to / too / two ] exhausted to enjoy our vacation. 

 

5. Your strong feelings will not [ affect / effect ] the [ affects / effects ] of my decision. 

 

6. [ Your / You’re ] face is beautiful when [ your / you’re ] smiling at me. 

 

7. Can you tell me [ whose / who’s ] playing the part of King Lear? 

 

8. I usually [ lie / lay ] my phone next to my bed before I [ lie / lay ] down to sleep. 

 

9. I [ advice / advise ] you to take my [ advice / advise ]. 

 

10. If I am older [ than / then ] you, [ than / then ] I am the boss of you. 

 

11. I work [ among / between ] four doctors all [among / between ] the ages of thirty and fifty. 

 

12. Zeke asked for the [whether / weather ] report. 

 

13. Virginia thinks [ its / it’s ] a good day for a party. 

 

14. I spent [ less / fewer ] time studying than I had hoped, so I will probably earn [ less / fewer ] 

points on my exam. 



Affect vs. Effect                             Asbury University 
Practice  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
Affect: 

(Verb): to put on a pretense of 

i.e. Affecting a “too cool” attitude will not impress your girlfriend. 

(Verb) to change something 

i.e. Rain will affect the sports schedule. 

*Can be replaced by the word “influence” 

(Noun): The subjective part of an emotion or the manifestations of such an emotion. 

i.e. He had a blank affect. 

 

Effect: 

(Noun): something that is caused by something else. 

i.e. Ruined hair is the effect of too many dye jobs. 

(Verb): to bring into being 

i.e. A warm south wind will effect a change in the cold weather. 

*Can be replaced by “bring about” or “create” 

 

Circle the correct word in parentheses for each of the following sentences. 

1. He is bringing the revised schedule into ( affect / effect ). 

 

2.  The ( affect / effect ) of heavy air pollution is lung cancer. 

 

3. The principal wants to ( affect / effect ) a change in classroom management with his new policies. 

 

4. The candidate’s stance on abortion will ( affect / effect ) the number of women who vote for him. 

 

5. ( Affecting / effecting) this new policy will ensure safer construction sites. 

 

6. Do not let your roommate ( affect / effect ) your decision. 

 

7. What are the ( affects / effects ) of not studying? 

 

8. Which parts of the body are ( affected / effected  ) by regular exercise? 



Affect vs. Effect Worksheet                           Asbury University 
Answer Key  Center for Academic Excellence 
  
 

Circle the correct word in parentheses for each of the following sentences. 

 

1. He is bringing the revised schedule into ( affect / effect ). 

 

1.  The ( affect / effect ) of heavy air pollution is lung cancer. 

 

2. The principal wants to ( affect / effect ) a change in classroom management with his new policies. 

 

3. The candidate’s stance on abortion will ( affect / effect ) the number of women who vote for him. 

 

4. ( Affecting / effecting ) this new policy will ensure safer construction sites. 

 

5. Do not let your roommate ( affect / effect ) your decision. 

 

6. What are the ( affects / effects ) of not studying? 

 

7. Which parts of the body are ( affected / effected ) by regular exercise? 

 


